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Stepping up
Our journey to
zero waste by 2025
Despite the difficulties that 2020 has brought, we have
continued to work towards our sustainable goals, protecting
the health of the planet and tackling the long-term challenge
of climate change.
Due to COVID-19, caring for our employees and their families
was a key priority in 2020. We quickly incorporated safe
working practices for shop floor workers, as well as flexible
working options and health-related information programmes.
Innovation and new products which use more recycled
content remains central to our zerofootprint strategy, while
this year, our employees have proved more important to the
business’ success than ever before; they are our Zero Heroes.

“Over the last 12 months it would
have been easy to pull back from
our commitments to sustainability,
but instead we saw the continuation
of our journey as an important part
of our reaction to the pandemic.”
Jelle Tolsma, CEO, Texon International

Our hero products
TOE PUFFS

• Increased the recycled
content of X8R to 64% with
the creation of X8S, and
the recycled material in the
Sportflex Eco range from
4% to 63%
• Sportflex Bio uses
50% bio-based
content made
from sugarcane
waste.

INSOLES

COUNTERS

• Ecoline recycled content
has been increased by nearly
a third to 85%
• Ecosole has 85%
recycled content
• Kabru has a minimum
63% recycled content
and uses a 100% polyester
cushioned strobel in place
of laminates.

• Bioform now contains
renewable content of 39%
and is our first product built
around bio-based plastics
• Halo counters contain 50%
recycled content and are
supplied net, meaning there
is zero waste
• Reform will be relaunched
with increased recycled
content of up to 60%.
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Our 2025 goals

#1
Reduce our
carbon footprint
by 50%

#3
#2
90% of our waste
Reduce our
to be recyclable
use of virgin
materials by 50% or reusable

#4
Reduce our water
use and water
waste by 20%

From energy-efficiency in
our factories to minimising
air freight, we’re looking
to cut emissions every
step of the way.

We’re scaling down our
use of virgin materials like
cellulose and polymers,
finding more ways to
reduce what we already
have and taking less from
the planet.

Not only do we use less
water and reuse as much
as we can, we also return
water to its source cleaner
than it was when we got it.

19%

reduction in GHG
emissions intensity
since 2015

Texon Vogue
Made from 100% FSC
cellulose wood pulp, Texon
Vogue is a sustainable and
animal-friendly alternative to
leather, with a much smaller
carbon footprint, too.
Our research using the Higg
Index showed that Texon
Vogue emits 93% less carbon
during manufacture than
leather, and consumes 88%
less fossil fuel. Add in the fact
that it uses significantly less
water and fewer chemicals,
and Texon Vogue has an
overall impact that’s 84%
lower than leather.

The
amount
of recycled
materials we use
has risen from 8% to

13%
since 2015

Secondary fibres

Using secondary fibres
means that we get more
from materials that have
already been harvested and
processed. For instance, rather
than ending up as waste,
we use scrap from toilet roll
production and paper napkins
as materials in Texon Stride,
and yarns from old fishing nets
in our ProWeave offer. We are
also part of Expand Fibre, an
EU-funded project which is
exploring new ways of using
natural materials like grass.

Our culture of zero waste
innovation and product
lifecycle design ensures
less goes to landfill and
more of our materials
support a circular
economy.

15%

Waste generated
still low at

reduction in
water use
intensity
since 2015

2.4%

of production
in 2020

Waste management
in Vietnam

Conserving water in China

By using closed-loop water
cycles to cool machinery at
our Ho Chi Minh City factory,
we can reuse all industrial
water. We have also found
ways to recycle defective
products back into the
system, while investment in
new machinery has reduced
waste levels for non-recyclable
products from 30% to 22%.

Texon Ecoline

This revolutionary new material
is made from 85% recycled
polyester and by using fusionbonding technology, cuts out
the need to saturate products in
water, eliminating the need for
energy-intensive drying. Insoles
are cut at our own factory and
we close the loop by reusing
waste in new products.

All water at our Dongguan
site in China is now treated
and reused, and since 2019
the amount of water used
has dropped by 48%. A fulltime member of staff is now
responsible for all wastewater
treatment on the site, and
comprehensive wastewater
emergency procedures have
been introduced.
Other measures include an
education campaign across
the site about how to save
water, new water meters and
changes to make production
processes more water efficient.
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